A little about the twisted
minds that brought you
inbred dragons......

A special Thanks to all of our sponsors.
Which provided us with one of the
most crucial tools to building a
kinetics craft, BEER.

Eric Hunnes: Unofficial Team
Leader. A mechanical mastermind
(when he’s awake). A returning
veteran, on his fourth
(unconsecutive) tour.The
backbone of a spineless team.

Jonathan Moore: Corrupt capitalist.The
“brains” behind the bribes, cheating,
“liberating”, and all other Machiavellian
maneuvers. A critic last year who still
has not found his moral bearing.
Larry Diede: Engineering efficiency
expert. After he failed to figure out
a way to conceal a chevy 454 big
block to power the craft he
became the master of Keep It
Simple Stupid

Still some room here...
it could feature your face.

Printed this and other materials, and
gave up their out of date AOL disks.
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Ian Smith: Eienstien meets Don
King. Engineer, artist, promoter and
entrepreneur. Every Kinteticist
dream come true. Ladies?

Generously donated material
for the dragons neck.

QR

A Quiet Rebellion for all their help with
Fund-raisers, and all the pigeons at the
poker games who gave so generously

YOUR LOGO HERE!
Yes! Its true! There still are sponsorship
opportunities available.
Contact Jonathan Moore at:
jwm357@comcast.net
for more information.

Also Special thanks to:
Robert Matsuo - Official Photographer
Dave "Yul" Gaudiosi - Reasercher
Robert "Renny" Baker III - Web Master
Jonathan "john boy" Ringham - Wing Tailor
Copyright A Quiet Rebellion 2004
All rights reserved
2-18-04
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Saturday May 1st
Parade April 24th

Engineering
This craft is loosely based off a craft
used in years past. Striped down to
the pontoons and frame it was rebuilt
like the million dollar man, faster,
stronger, better, without the benefit
of a million dollar budget. One of the
most impressive parts is the water
drive system which can be operated
by one, some or all of the team.

Bribes

Costumes
As of right now we have no firm ideas on
this subject. We would like to see,
depending on how many we can get for
the parade, A red neck knight, a 'damsel in
distress', two volunteers for the heads and
several small dragons. We are open to
ideas.

Style
Again this is in the beginning phases.
Some ideas have been put forward and
most have been summarily executed. It
has not been pretty.

Sculpture
In an attempt to appeal, shamelessly,
to Boulderites unreasonable desire to
compulsively recycle and reuse, the
scales of this dragon are made of old
AOL (and other) CDs. An estimated
2000 CD’s will be used to complete
the sculpture. The two heads are a
classic example of East meets West
(and not always getting along).

Of course, as you are all well aware, all
dragons horde treasure, and inbred
dragons are no exception. You can
expect that the horde will be tapped
and shared, although perhaps
unequally. In addition items such as
dragon teeth (known for bringing good
luck) and Dragon Blood (known for
giving an imbiber courage and
strength) will be distributed.
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